Engineering Language Development is pleased to present the following Workshops for HDR students:

**Semester 1**

- **27 May 2014, 9-1:** Planning for Writing a Journal Article: A strategic approach to meeting journal requirements (for students still collecting/analysing data)

- **02 June 2014:** Effective planning strategies.
  - **9-11 or 12-2:** Controlling paragraph structure for effect. Ensuring cohesion in your narrative. Selecting persuasive language in order to clarify and sell your story.

- **10 June 2014, 9-1:** Towards a submission-ready article manuscript: Revising for optimal effectiveness (for students with a draft to work on in the workshop)

- **16 June 2014:** Ensuring your work gets to print.
  - **9-11 or 12-2:** Manipulating Grammar and Punctuation to Maximum Effect. Increasing depth and impact, without increasing the number of words in your writing.
Increasing the elegance and flow of your writing, along with accuracy.

**Semester 2**
Dates to be confirmed.

1) 9-1: Completing the six month review
2) 9-1: Refining article writing
3) 9-1: Making a thesis flow and tying up the details.

You are invited to attend one, two or all of the Workshops.

Please book your place(s) by emailing alison-jane.hunter@adelaide.edu.au by 19 May 2014.
State which time you would like to attend the small group Workshops.